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The judges of the Home Crafts Sectic were loud in their praise of the standard of entries and said that the were a big improver compared to last year.

The Industrial Arcade which had been booked out for six months displayed a bowldier variety of goods and is bou to prove a major attraction during the two day fixture.

In the loveliest sights of the Curren Hall, which houses the Horticultural Exhibits, and tens of thousand worderful kaleidoscope of colors considering the bad weather experienced during the year the flowers were of exquint quality and the miniaut and special classes were warmly praised by the judges.

In the Peddon, where the agricultural and indi tri exhibits are on view, there was far better than expected displays.

Chief attraction in the art world will be the jumping a interest will centre round the Khas Cup team, which is to part in the major jump event of the day.
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"STANDARD EXTREMELY HIGH"

"The standards extrem high and very satisfactory," remarked Mrs. Dixon, & Mrs. Close, of the Country Markets (All-Ireland Cooperative Society), who were present at the judging of the home craft entries at the fair today.

They had a special word praise for the rushwork, pured embroidery and gen knitting classes, 12 which described as excellent.

Mrs. Tomely, of the Waterford, who was a member of the Judging Comission, said the standard was quite good.

Mr. Grennan, Adare, Co. Limerick, judging the hosiery section, said the entries were small, the quality and voltage very good.

Mr. Barclay-Russell, Port Off, judging the art work, sa that the entries show required extra development which would like to see the younger people showing more interest in art. 2
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